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NEW QUESTION: 1
A corporation has a Cisco Unified Wireless Network that has
been deployed for voice coverage. The wireless data rates have
been tuned to mandatory rates of 18 Mbps and 36 Mbps. Some
wireless clients have been experiencing drops streaming
multicast video while moving throughout the building. What is
the cause of the drop in video?
A. Clients are connected at 18Mbps; however, other clients are
connecting at 12Mbps and are causing the multicast video to

degrade.
B. Clients are roaming at lower data rates and are not
maintaining 36Mbps connectivity.
C. Clients are maintaining a 12Mbps rate and cannot receive the
stream at 18Mbps.
D. Clients are not roaming due to coverage. This is causing the
multicast data to drop due to the client re- associating often.
Answer: B
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An organization is considering services it can successfully
provide to its customers. One of the services, however, is
deemed to be difficult to offer with a high degree of certainty
of success. The organization has decided not to offer the
service because of the risk in offering the service, and
failing. What risk response is used in this scenario?
A. Sharing
B. Avoidance
C. Transference
D. Mitigation
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two statements about the routing table of the leaf switch
are true? (Choose two.)
A. The next hop 10.0.1.14 for route 172.16.99.0/24 is the TEP
address of a border leaf in ACI.
B. 172.16.100.0/24 is a BD subnet in ACI.
C. 10.20.1.0./24 is a BD subnet in ACI.
D. The next hop 10.1.168.95 for route 172.16.100.0/24 is the
TEP address of a border leaf in ACI.
E. The next hop 10.0.8.65 for route 10.20.1.0./24 is the TEP

address of a border leaf in ACI.
Answer: C,D
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